HARDING HAS NO FEARS OF 1924 DEFEAT

Daughter Issues Flat Statement That Re-Election Is Assured

By Lawrence Marlin

Longtime Clevelandites, who have long been familiar with Warren Harding's political career, issued a flat statement yesterday that re-election is assured for the Republican candidate.

The statement was the result of a long conference between Harding and his personal secretary, who has been with the campaign for years.

"We have no fear of defeat," said the secretary. "We are confident that Harding will carry the day in November."
Just Arrived

A new line of all shades of ladies back combos, ear-rings and Princess modes. Just look at the pretty new patterns in silver bread and sandwich trays. Just look at the pretty rings and Prince's necks.

Typewriter and Mimeographing

MARY V. BURKS
2nd Floor, Paul Helen Block
Below Variaty Hall

Just Enough Seclusion

Appetizing Food
Your Sunday Dinner is Different — That's At

THE Mad Hatter's

THE IOWA SHOE HOSPITAL

Aims to give you only first class, high grade service at the lowest prices. We do not cobble shoes, we mend them, and have your business.

Joe Simpson, Prop.

Easter Showing of Distinctive Costumes

Easter Time is such an enthusiastic clothing time, particularly when in the days that Spring Fashions make their formal debut. Akdy thoroughly enjoying the trend of the season's modes, presentations here lend charming variety in their clever adaptations, and echo a harmony of authentic style notes, of fabric, and of color.

EASTERS" says all of them wear on the green or the court, the turf or the birde's path. They take their place alongside street clothes with the most swagger air. And such color! Such style! Everything from strawers at 65.95 to topazers at 845.

Hair and what are more important. Carrying the bat is the essential integral of the Easter ward-robe. They partake of much variety and innovativeness this season, but we name the tone versatile and smart. 60 to 85.

Chots may be either fancy or man- nish—it depends upon the individual. Either are popular—we have both—exceedingly smart and good looking. Paced from 225 to 855.

FOCKS must be of printed silk or flat silk so they are to be "correct." And if they are to be "correctly," these shoes will have a crosswise sole.

John Nash Company

WHOLESALE PROVISIONS

Iowa City, Iowa
Phone 2323

Hotels, Restaurants, Boarding Houses, Fraternities, Sororities

Provisions

1st Street, East

Room 205

5th Street, East

Room 225

10th Street, East

Room 252

14th Street, East

Room 275
ART STUDENTS PLAN APRIL FOLLIES

Committees Begin Work For Party To Be Given In Women's Gymnasium, April 14

Let us see some dancing and planning for parties and-celebrations which will be held in the women's gymnasium, April 14. All of the committee have been appointed and have started to work.

Properly our work now is planned and carried out entirely by the students, who are金币 in making such events pleasant places as one of a triumph of band music. Members of the design class of the art department will assist the teachers in designing their costumes. Effective and attractive as well as inexpensive costumes may be made from gathered cloth and show fixed color. One of the kinds of this kind was what was worn during the time of the French revolution.

An Exhibition Affair

April 15th is planned as part for those registered in the art program. New works, however, should not be exhibited. Among them will be the customary invintation to the students of the corrosion school. The art department at State College of Art at Des Moines will be represented by a number of students. Other prominent persons also will make some invintations. In the evening of the 15th students of the department are expected in the University in other activities.

Members of the committees are as follows: Frederick Patten, A. M. I. J. H. F., representing the art department; James E. Smiley, A. M. I. J. H. F., representing the art department; William J. McDonald, A. M. I. J. H. F., representing the art department; and E. A. E. F., representing the art department. Those who are interested in the show are invited to attend.

Publicity committee: Mary Jane Forsyth A. M. I. J. H. F., representing the art department; Alice M. Bell, A. M. I. J. H. F., representing the art department; and E. A. E. F., representing the art department.

EARN 5 CENTS HAM, CHEESE, DERIC KELLEY A1 OF DES MOINES

The Philatelic Society will have an exhibition of stamps on April 15th. The students of the art school will be present to show their collection.

Baker to Speak Here on Drama

Harvard President Will Give Lecture At Convention

April 14th. Prof. George Baker, a noted writer in the American world of today, will be one of the principal speakers at the National Drama convention in Iowa City April 13th. He will speak on "Artistic Organization." His lecture will be given at 10:30 a.m. in the Memorial Gymnasium.

Free Entrance for Students

The event is free to all students, but students must present their student cards in order to attend. Space is limited, so reservations are recommended.

Quantities

For those interested in attending, there will be a limited number of tickets available. Students who wish to attend should contact their drama club advisors for more information.

The event is sponsored by the National Drama convention and is free to all students who present their student cards.

Do expensive fixtures, classy window displays, and downtown stirs add quality to the Clothes You buy? THINK IT OVER, then come up here and see the values you give at.

$25 OR $30

(Many Two-part Suits at These Savings)

UPSTAIRS Save $10

(Upstairs next to Fashion Plaza)

CLUTE'S CLOTHES SHOP

ECONOMY

Baker Quality

Nowhere can you find a better quality food than is served at Jerry's. All the cooking is done by Jerry himself—and that makes the difference. And then all of this is served at prices that are made by Judie, right here in our own own.

Quality

Young college people demand Enough to eat as well as quality—they have to feed uncluttered when they have the laden. We are always sure to give generous portions so we know that unless you have a tremendous appetite, you will have had plenty when you leave Jerry's.

Quality

We don't expect our patrons to wait for their food too long. Of course it takes time to prepare, but not too long. And then we give careful table service and there is always a pleasant Powerful who does your needs.

Service

At Jerry's Restaurante

College Atmophere

There's the main point. At Jerry's you can feel that you are not in a Students college atmosphere of cardinals. Every one here is a friend—Every one is treated like a friend. Come in and see if you don't notice the difference.
pitchers who have been working out are Becker, Danick, Fabrics, and Kings. All of whom have been for 10 years or longer in the league. One of these, Armin and Fabrics believes that the best boys are in the league. With the exception of Fabrics, pitchers have been working hard in the off-season. Both are big men and they have plenty of muscle for the ball for so early in the season. Fabrics was the president of the Freshmen pitchers last year and this year will be allowed to work-out on the varsity if need be.

PITCHERS

The work thus far has been must and a general line-up is being made and looks like it will be kept together weeks before the season opens. The Freshmen pitchers will last year to take this up.

CHINA INN

You Can't Break All the Bonds If We Only Break the Best!

Cellar, 110 E College

"We Can't Click All the Bonds In We Only Break the Best!"

baseball men

Baseball Men Practice Daily in New Armorly

Four Veteran Pitchers And Two Catchers Report to Highies

Even though the weather conditions are anything but favorable to the sport, and the men have their work cut out for them, the large array of pitchers and catchers that have been in action for the past three weeks at the new armorly has not let up in the daily workouts, and the men are working harder each after- noon in preparation for the coming season. The inclusion of freshmen pitchers last year in the varsity unison of this spring.

Fabrics is a left-hander, and judging from his pitching in the last two years, he should be a valuable member of the slate this year. But it was his high school days that made him a pitcher as well as a uniform, and although his throwing arm is in a stiff slant, as yet, showed that he said "something to the ball." Rod is a member of the Freshman team two years ago but was out of the game last year on a case of strep throat and his condition is good. He was the regular pitcher on the varsity last year.

Captain Barrett and Scott Metheny are the only veteran catchers who have been reporting for the past three weeks. Metheny, a Freshman team in 1921 and last year has held down the regular position behind the dish on the varsity. If the team was not all out last year he will be in action this year and looking to have a finest year at the back stopping the running work in the workouts.

A Ship without a Sail isn’t half a ship as serious as a date without a trip to STEELES

Monday, March 18, 1929

DON'T BE CROWDED OUT!

Alumni and friends are cordially invited to attend the 60th anniversary of the college at trunk meeting to be held at the Blue Moon, 15th and Washington. Tickets may be purchased at the following prices:

Reserved box seats $2.00

General admission 50 cents

Admission at the door, $1.00

n

CLASS OF 1869 BAKERY

PHONE 294

110 E College

CHINA INN

Eat at a place that is unique.

Hickox Wins Only Place For Iowa In Swimming Tournament

Hickox, a world-class winner in the planges, was the only man on Iowa's swimming team to appear in the conference meet Friday night. The meet was won by Northwestern by a single point, from Minnesota, the final score being 27 to 25. Wisconsin was third with 20 points.

Three records were broken and another equaled. Respect of present boys, high point winner of the meet broke Hickox's world record of 29 yards by 26.3 seconds. The Michie varsity relay team set the record for the relay made by Hickox last year two years back. The

Knowline swimming team had Hickox's record, but the men were not on hand, so this year's record with Hickox only 100 yard swim by doing that distance in 2434.

The place in which Hickox won Iowa's lone point was won by Taylor of Illinois, A Chicago man got third, with a Minnesota player fourth. The absence of Captain Klingaman robbed the Iowa team considerably. He was the workhorse relay team and has been one of the best 100 yard swimmers in the conference.

At Other Campuses

University of Wisconsin

Wisconsin students are still clas- sically enthusiastic in support of their team. They went to bat for Iowa and held the baseball champions to a draw.

Hickox has proposed, again, that the name of the game be changed. One man on the 50 men team was able to change the name of the game to "One-Hitter." The others were again for the original name.

A Ship without a Sail isn’t half a ship as serious as a date without a trip to STEELES

Sunday dinners that show individuality

At DuneKIR S CHAIR Store Next to Pantages Theatre

DineKIR SH AIR STORE 13th and Michigan

Don't you know that the presence of a good cook adds more spice to a meal than a thousand expensive ingredients?

Chew the card out of your mouth before you take it from your pocket.

P. T. DAVIS, Prop.

SUNDAY DINNER

Soup, Chicken & Soup, Celery Hearts, Cored Celery

An Jointed, Fried Chicken, Celery Salad, 

Fillet of Pork Tenderloin, Braised - Sauce

Baked Beans, Macaroni and Cheese

Baked Young Chicken, Fruit Dressing - Glass

Boast Fresh Ham, Cranberry Sauce

Boast Prime Rib of Beef on Jes

Currants and Peas in Cream - Snow-take Potatoes

Plain Apple Fritters, Fruit Sauce or Vanilla Ice Cream

Strawberry Short Cake, Whipped Cream 25c

Fruit Jello - Whipped Cream 15c

University of Illinois, Daily Journal of University Life

Eating 5 Cent Hails, Cheese, or Hot Dog Sandwiches at the Dunklilg Cigar Store lunch counter is leaves you more money for other pleas- ures. Come try them you will be satisfied.

DUNELKIR SH AIR STORE Next to Pantages Theatre
ENGINEERS GIVE VISITORS TREAT WITH MARVELS

Electrical, Mechanic and Physical Feats Performed In Exhibition

By Harold Sammons

Mystics, magicians, construction artists, bluebeards, and sangarees are some of the noise played by the engineers yesterday at the Missouri tunnel where visitors are petrified a resolution drawing in popularity with the radio room where stations WTH and WAP were playing a program of recitations from Kansas City. In past provided by the Empire Auto School in Kansas City and in part from the Kansas City News.

The radio "noise" has caused many separatists in the medical body in Iowa City generally, but just how queer spectators and musical concerts are interested over present writers to the engineering building and then transferred to all parts of the United States, was still yesterday a matter of comment by many a suggested radio fear. Broadcasting from the engineering building was in agreement with yesterday for the first time in several orbits. The teams being that the local operators chose to become a part of the crowd who claimed to be greatly generalized where the actual event was held. A picture wise connects the university station with the Moscow tunnel where students WTH and WAP were playing a program of recitation with the broadcast apparatus and are sent to all parts of the continent.

A miniature village, needed between such中国移动, ridges, and furnished with the electric power from the cold stem steams and a wriggling telescope found for the exhibition is by this laboratory detective. Heroes in the little village were electricity lighted and a teak-leaf ear cane out of the heart of the mountains, part moving their inquiries from the lack of science which furnishes power from running water.

From making its Citizens are rolling pins, in the coming of the most intimate of men science was calculated of display aimed in the deep speed of the West Wisconsin workhouse. A power for automobiles, an electric furnace, an elevator is quieter which probably cannot be extinguished in any experimental solved in the United States were subjects of particular interest and committed to the shop exhibits. Four weeks in the shop stupefied, few works in the machine shops, few weeks in the pattern shop and few weeks in the factory, is the work shop schedule of the Fredonia engineering teacher in particular his particular study of civil, mechanical or electrical engineering.

Young men and even a few boys from time to time in the course of academic science. The wonder battery for running the power of electrical phenomena, which at a vast word from an army would drop to the depth of their particular levels, and the wire boxes, as features which go the wonders gripping.

JANE RONGED AGAIN

"Clerk" McGinn, former Chicago football star, plans to arrive at the forward positions on his next team, in the coming American game. Box and Hocks are planned at great success more. Both of the great positions on his first team game with the Wisconsin players twelve and Wallace.

Eating 5 Cent Ham, Cheese, and Dog Sandwiches at the Dunkel Cigar Store lunch counter, you will have more money for other pastimes.

Come try them you will be satisfied.

DUNKEL CIGAR STORE
Next to Pauline Theater

PASTIME THEATRE
NOW SHOWING FOR 5 DAYS

The girl who is making such a tremendous hit at the Princess Theatre, Chicago, where she appears in the "Crushed Spun" and "The Cobblers" is also making in a similar way in Des Moines. The young star is not a native to Des Moines but has come hither from the Twin Cities and all of those scenes are realized as among the best in the North. The team will return in Ann Arbor on April 29th and will play two games at home.

ENGELBERT THEATRE
NOW Now
MARY PICKFORD
In "Jess of the Storm Country"
The Cruising Achievement
Mary Pickford's Career
The Recreation of a Masterpiece
An Entirely New Production

NO ADVANCE IN ADMISSION! Adult 60c Children 30c
CONTINUES SHOWS TODAY

PASTIME THEATRE
NOW SHOWING FOR 5 DAYS

All of us are born.
Most of us marry.
None of us divorce.
Everyone should see—

Constance Binney
in
'A Bill of Divorcement'
From Clemons Don't Trust Songs from Kansas City. A part of the crowd who claimed to be greatly generalized where the actual event was held. A picture wise connects the university station with the Moscow tunnel where students WTH and WAP were playing a program of recitation with the broadcast apparatus and are sent to all parts of the continent.

When you have seen this picture you will realize why many critics predict a wonderful future for Constance Binney.

As a daughter who was a sacrifice for the sake of her father, Constance Binney is in the making, which permits unusual emotional acting. You'll live her life for an hour.

Hil Bouch presents his rascals in "THE COBBLER."
"Sunshine Sunday," "Robin Hood" and a bunch of other clever kids.
A Real Comedy

Also path for the following:
All of the latest events, and "The Palms.—the most popular motion of all the new events made."
Admission: Adults 15c; Evening a.m Sunday afternoon 15c.

If you are not a devotee of the screen but visit the theatre only when pictures of special significance are presented, come to one of our presentations of "THE SIGN OF THE ROSE."

Garden Theatre
Get the Garden Habit—You won't be Disappointed

10 photo play that will bring smiles—starts to untold millions

George Beban in "THE SIGN OF THE ROSE"

—a beloved characterization

The famous play has been developed from a distinet revolution at a Chicago beetfield dinner night ago into a wonderful picture which created a furor, then into a stage play which has become as mellow as David Warfield's "The Music Master."

On the screen after a lease of months and years in an inspired portrayal which "Meeting Picture World" says is "Just the type of pictures which people enjoy crying over.

GARDEN THEATRE
BEGINNING TODAY FOR 4 DAYS

COASTS'

"THE LITTLE CHURCH AROUND THE CORNER"

WITH THIS GREAT CAST
CLARK WINDSOR — KENNETH HARLAN
HOBART BOSWORTH — WALTER LONG
PAULINE STARKE — CYRIL CHADWICK

ALSO 2 real comedy "OARK HUNTERS" and Information News

EATING 5 CENT HAM, CHEESE, AND DOG SANDWICHES AT THE DUNKEL CIGAR STORE LUNCH COUNTER, LEAVES YOU MONE FOR OTHER PASTIMES.

COME TRY THEM YOU WILL BE SATISFIED

DUNKEL CIGAR STORE
NEXT TO PAULINE THEATRE

50 Michigan Bell Players Preparing For Southern Trip

Ann Arbor, Mich., March 17—About 50 U. of Michigan players are working over every avenue in Wolverine gymnasium and are rapidly getting in shape for the several Southern trips which start this week. Coach Ray Fisher is putting in notes through testing practice inside the gym to the game to be savored. Until the squad are enticed before any fitness practice can be had.

The main problem is the developing of a pitching staff. Once Additional 20 baseball positions are made. Coach Fisher who is a former National and American league pitcher, is breaking in several men.
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With the last of the phoebus now uncovered, Bereview has no more to do. As it would soon prove only proper to let bereview bid her buried treasures for the extermination of a few centuries earlier.

CONTINUOUS OPPORTUNITY

(New York Times)

BEREVIEW, LEBANON, ME.

When Benni Benaveita arrived at Havana, some of her kinspeople faded into the background. She had been an ardent revolutionary, and there was a great deal of speculation as to whether she would remain in Cuba or return to Spain. Benni was expected to hold the key to many important political developments in the near future.

The Southing Board

From a lengthy newspaper article on styles in musculature attires we learn that the new transatlantic liner "Mount Florida" is being fitted out with a number of interesting touches in the way of modern conveniences. The most noticeable feature is the extensive use of electric lighting, which is said to make the ship more comfortable and to save a great deal of coal and gas. The cabins are large and well-appointed, and the dining rooms are spacious and well-furnished. The ship is expected to make her maiden voyage next month.

The layout of the ship is very attractive. The main deck is a great deal wider than is usual, and there are many more windows. The forecastle deck is also wider than usual, and there are more lifeboats than are generally provided on such vessels. The ship is expected to make a rapid passage across the Atlantic, and is said to be very well equipped for the trip. The engines are of the latest type, and are said to run very smoothly. The ship is also provided with a large number of lifeboats, which are of the latest type and are said to be very well equipped.

The ship is expected to make her maiden voyage next month, and is said to be very well equipped for the trip. The engines are of the latest type, and are said to run very smoothly. The ship is also provided with a large number of lifeboats, which are of the latest type and are said to be very well equipped.

Certain People of Importance

Reviewed by

MARK VAN NIEUW

The ship is expected to make her maiden voyage next month, and is said to be very well equipped for the trip. The engines are of the latest type, and are said to run very smoothly. The ship is also provided with a large number of lifeboats, which are of the latest type and are said to be very well equipped.

The ship is expected to make her maiden voyage next month, and is said to be very well equipped for the trip. The engines are of the latest type, and are said to run very smoothly. The ship is also provided with a large number of lifeboats, which are of the latest type and are said to be very well equipped.

The ship is expected to make her maiden voyage next month, and is said to be very well equipped for the trip. The engines are of the latest type, and are said to run very smoothly. The ship is also provided with a large number of lifeboats, which are of the latest type and are said to be very well equipped.
The Newberg Portrait Studio

Makers of

PORTRAITS OF THE BETTER CLASS

128 South Clinton Street
TAFFETA DRESSES--are extremely popular right now. There is no material used for Spring that is better adapted to the present day styles, lace bodice, flounced hems, very wide skirt, uneven hem.

The colors are navy, brown, and black, and corsages you will try them will be satisfied.

DUNCE CIGAR STORE Next to Pastime Theatre

RAINY DAYS, WINDY DAYS FOR MOTORING or DRESS UP
Wear a Hart Schaffner & Marx Spring tocapote

There's a great variety to choose from here Many good styles and many good values

COASTS

No artist can paint, nor our man describe the beauty of a wonderful diamond that is well set mountings. We have the largest selection of Ring mountings in Iowa City, and in order to insure prompt and efficient service, we do all of the work in our own shop. 

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK
Iowa City's Pioneer Bank

Saturday, March 16, 1935

COMMUNIT Y BREAKS HUNGER STRIKES

(United Press) Boston, March 15 -- Two hundred and fifty workers whose cause was world-wide and who, for the last week or ten days, have been on hunger strikes, broke the hunger struggle which started in a team of two dozen strikers. By 3:30 P.M. of this day, the last of the forty strikers had announced that they would end their strike, with the result that the Boston psychopathic hospital will have at least three fewer treatments.

Check Forging

Still Goes On
In Iowa City

Cheque forging has become a popular position in Iowa City. The activities of numerous professionals last week can be taken as a guide. George W. Wright, alias George W. Jackson, was arrested at 2 a.m. on Monday morning after having a trial for bad checks in Cedar Rapids and Iowa City. He deposited $110 in a savings bank. Immediately his money was cashed, and debtors were authorized to purchase stock. In Cedar Rapids, another check was canceled by the bank in Iowa City last week and on the next day a worthless check was issued in Oxford. While every effort was being made to bring Wright to justice, he was able to escape. He is now believed to be in a town where he was last seen leaving Oxford. It has been established that Wright is a professional forger, who passed several bad checks. At various dates since a week Saturday, he is also still at large.

DR. WADDELL HERE TODAY

Dr. J. W. Wadell of Chicago, formerly pastor of the Oriental Reform Church, and author of "True Future," will speak at the morning and evening meetings at the First Baptist church today.

Packer is in Successor
 TO DEAN P. MCKENZIE
(Continued from page 1)

in practical school administration," said one of the leading educators of the country in a speech. "I see no reason to doubt that the new school is one of the greatest schools at the head of the church and I am very much pleased with it."

Professor McKenzie is a member of the editorial staff of the New England Sunday School Times, which is published in Boston.

The Packer was formerly pastor of the First Baptist church in Iowa City.

ENGINEERS CLOSE WEEK WITH DANCE

Radio Number Twenty Sixth Final Event of Glorious Meet Week

The engineers depicted their events, contrast their story brief, and doomed the number number and the presented number and the presented number of the famous dance. The engineers doffed their overcoats, then turned to announcers that they make a wonderful event of Glorious Meet Week. The engineers disposed of their overcoats, then turned to announcers that they make a wonderful event of Glorious Meet Week. The engineers disposed of their overcoats, then turned to announcers that they make a wonderful event of Glorious Meet Week. The engineers disposed of their overcoats, then turned to announcers that they make a wonderful event of Glorious Meet Week. The engineers disposed of their overcoats, then turned to announcers that they make a wonderful event of Glorious Meet Week.